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Amazon.com : Nikon D5300 24.2 MP CMOS Digital SLR Camera with Built-in Wi-Fi and GPS Body Only
(Black) : Camera & Photo
Nikon D5300 24.2 MP CMOS Digital SLR Camera with Built-in
Product description. The Nikon D5300 DSLR Camera with 18-55mm Lens is designed to awaken your
creative passion. Find exciting new perspectives with an ultra-high resolution Vari-angle display that swivels
to nearly any position.
Amazon.com : Nikon D5300 24.2 MP CMOS Digital SLR Camera
This is the project home page of the SmaTrig 2.1, the improved version of the the SmaTrig 2.On this site you
will find complete instructions how to use and build the versatile and compact (27 gram) 15-in-1 camera
trigger SmaTrig 2.1.
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